Mining Law Exam preparation
State ID: SC-EMS-V1292

About this course

North Metropolitan TAFE can provide you with the tools you will need to successfully complete the relevant examination to help you in your chosen career in the mining industry. Mining Law exams comprise one aspect of the requirements to gain a **WA Certificate of Competency** in any of the following appointments:

- Restricted Quarry Manager
- Quarry Manager
- First Class Mine Manager
- Underground Supervisor

This two day **Mining Law exam preparation course** will provide you with the required key aspects of **Mines Safety and Inspection Act 1994** and **Mines Safety Inspection Regulations 1995**. Also provided are Department of Mines, Industry Regulation and Safety (DMIRS) application forms, exam tips, mock examinations and marking guides.

North Metropolitan TAFE also offers one to one tuition with a qualified Quarry Manager on request. There is an additional cost for this delivery option.

Contact us for more details about the mining pathway you wish to pursue by calling:

John Soubotian on 0427 086 606
or
Aaron Gray on 0413 763 141

or email [PACsrg@nmtafe.wa.edu.au](mailto:PACsrg@nmtafe.wa.edu.au)

Details
Fees and charges
$692
Please note, fees are subject to change.